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GRAMMAR, SPELLING, PUNCTUATION, USAGE 

When you go back to edit your manuscript, the first thing you should do is turn off your 

spell-checker. No, I'm not kidding! It's a handy tool for a quick preliminary check of your 

spelling, but if you rely on it too heavily, it will become a crutch–and a faulty one, at that. 

A spell checker can't tell the difference between "need" and "knead," for example, but 

there's a big difference in meaning. The cat kneads my lap; I need some chocolate. :-) As 

you read through your manuscript, keep a sharp eye out for words that sound alike but are 

spelled differently such as bear/bare, hear/here, hair/hare, rein/reign/rain, or/oar/ore, etc. 

Each time you find such a word, check the dictionary to make sure you're using the right 

one.  

Trust me! You'll be glad you did. And the more you rely on yourself instead of on the 

spell checker, the better a speller you'll become. So it will pay off in dividends down the 

road! 

In addition to poor spelling, there are a few other common mistakes I find in many 

writers' manuscripts. Let's talk about a few of the more common ones. One mistake I 

often find is difficulty telling the difference between plurals and possessives–most 

commonly, throwing in an apostrophe where it doesn't belong.  

A plural means there’s more than one of something, like three apples or six dogs. A 

possessive indicates possession of something, such as the house that belongs to your 

brother, or the dress that belongs to your friend. 

To make a word plural, you usually add an “s” to the end of the word, so “dog” becomes 

“dogs” and “car” becomes “cars.” Sometimes an “es” is added if the word ends in a 

sibilant such as “s,” “sh,” “x,” or “z.” Thus “hiss” becomes “hisses,” “watch” becomes 

“watches,” and “box” becomes “boxes.” 

Words that end in “is” must be changed to “es” to make them plural, so “oasis” becomes 

“oases.” Words that end with a consonant and a “y” change to “ies.” Thus, “homily” 

becomes “homilies.” 

That covers most of the plural formations. There are a few words that are hard to predict. 

“Wife” becomes “wives;” “alumnus” becomes “alumni;” “mouse” becomes “mice;” and 

“millennium” becomes “millennia.” When in doubt, pull out your dictionary and look it 

up! Better safe than sorry. 
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Most possessives are formed by adding an apostrophe and an “s.” Thus, when you're 

speaking of “the house that belongs to my brother,” it becomes “my brother’s house,” and 

“the dress of my friend” is “my friend’s dress.” 

If you want to form a possessive of a singular noun, simply add an apostrophe and an “s.” 

A plural noun that already ends in an “s” only needs the addition of an apostrophe at the 

end. For example, “the toys that belong to the girls” are “the girls’ toys.” If the plural 

noun doesn't end in “s,” then simply add an apostrophe and an “s” to make it possessive. 

To indicate joint possession of an item, make only the last noun in the list possessive. 

Thus, to show that the books belong to both John and Jane, say, “John and Jane’s books.” 

However, to indicate separate possession–to show that John and Jane each have their own 

books–say, “John’s and Jane’s books.” 

For nouns that end in sibilants, the possessive form requires an apostrophe and an “s” if 

the noun is singular, and just an apostrophe if the noun is plural. Thus, you'd use “the 

fox’s den” for the singular form, and “the foxes’ den” for the plural. 

Just to make things confusing, personal pronouns such as her or our do NOT use an 

apostrophe to show possession. Thus, to indicate that the purse belongs to her, you say 

“the purse is hers.” Never, “the purse is her’s.” 

Last but not least, here’s a source of common confusion among writers: the difference 

between “its” and “it’s.” When in doubt, remember that “it’s” is a contraction for “it is.” 

Since “it” is a personal pronoun, it doesn't require an apostrophe to make it possessive. 

For example, “Jean’s For Sale” is really telling the reader that someone named “Jean” is 

for sale. Obviously, not what's intended. With that in mind, read the following two 

sentences, and think about the difference: 

The computer knows its boss. 

The computer knows it’s boss. 

Personally, I’d prefer the computer described in the first sentence . . .  

Okay! Now that we've covered plurals and possessives, here's another common mistake I 

find in beginning writers' work: trouble determining when to use ‘which’ and when to use 
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‘that’ in a sentence. Here are a few pointers to help you determine when to use each one, 

and why. 

If you look it up in a grammar textbook, you'll probably be told something like, “Use 

‘which’ in a nonrestrictive dependent clause and ‘that’ in a restrictive dependent clause.” 

Huh? And that means what?  

A clause is a sentence or part of a sentence that includes a subject (you know, person, 

place or thing) and a predicate (that word your grammar teacher taught you–it means 

some information about the subject or an action it performs). A complete sentence 

contains one or more clauses. 

For example: 

“Dogs bark” is a clause, with ‘dogs’ as the subject and ‘bark’ as the predicate. Or “Dogs 

are loyal,” with ‘dogs’ as the subject and ‘are loyal’ as the predicate. There are 

independent clauses, and dependent clauses. This one is a little easier to figure out 

intuitively. An independent clause is one that can stand alone–in other words, you could 

use it as a complete sentence. A dependent clause cannot stand alone. 

For example: 

“It was cold.” This is an example of an independent clause, since it can stand alone. Of 

course, you can add more to it, but it is grammatically capable of standing by itself. 

But if you add another word such as “since” or “because,” i.e., “Since it was cold,” or 

“Because it was cold,” it becomes a dependent clause. It is no longer capable of 

functioning as a complete sentence by itself–it  

implies that more information is coming. A second kind of dependent clause replaces the 

subject with another word such as “which” or “who,” i.e., “The girl ran swiftly” becomes 

“who ran swiftly.” This can function as part of a sentence, but not a complete sentence 

because we need more information about who is doing the running. 

Okay! We’re making progress. 
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Now, to get back to our definition: we now know that ‘which’ and ‘that’ are both used in 

dependent clauses, the kind that can't stand alone. But what’s a ‘nonrestrictive’ or a 

‘restrictive’ dependent clause? 

Basically, a nonrestrictive dependent clause gives information that can be left out and the 

basic meaning of the sentence will still be clear, while a restrictive dependent clause 

gives information that must be retained in order for the meaning of the sentence to come 

through. 

For example: 

“The violinist, who never missed a single note, made three mistakes in a row.” 

“The violinist who never missed a single note made three mistakes in a row.” 

In the first sentence, the dependent clause “who never missed a single note” is 

nonrestrictive. The information is not crucial to the meaning of the sentence. If you leave 

it out, you’re left with “The violinist made three mistakes in a row,” and that’s what the 

sentence means. 

In the second sentence, however, the dependent clause “who never missed a single note” 

is important, because it defines the violinist in question as the one who never misses a 

note. Perhaps there are other violinists who make lots of mistakes; the one described in 

this sentence is the specific one who never plays a wrong note. If you leave out “who 

never missed a single note,” you won't know which violinist is being referred to. 

Back to our definition again. ‘Which’ is used in a nonrestrictive dependent clause, and 

‘that’ is used in a restrictive dependent clause. That means ‘which’ is used in a clause that 

cannot stand alone, but it is not imparting vital information to the sentence; whereas 

‘that’ is used in a clause that cannot stand alone and IS imparting vital information to the 

sentence. 

A concrete example: 

The clothes, which are in the laundry basket, need to be ironed. 

The clothes that are in the laundry basket need to be ironed. 
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See the difference? In the first sentence, it’s not vital to know that the clothes are in the 

laundry basket, just that they need to be ironed. In the second sentence, it’s important to 

know that it’s the clothes in the laundry basket that need to be ironed–not the clothes on 

the bed or in the closet. 

A few more examples: 

He ate the apple, which was the biggest in the bowl, and asked for more. 

He ate the apple that was the biggest in the bowl and asked for more. 

I decided to bake apple pie, which tastes great. 

I decided to bake the pie that tastes great. 

They watched the television program, which started at eight. 

They watched the television program that started at eight. 

Here’s a final little tip on ‘which’ versus ‘that.’ ‘Which’ appears with a comma; ‘that’ 

doesn't. 

Another common problem I often find is with punctuating dialogue correctly. Here are a 

few tips to help you make sure your dialogue is formatted right. Whenever there's a new 

speaker, begin a new paragraph–even if the speaker only says one word. Quotation marks 

should enclose the spoken material, and punctuation marks at the end of the spoken 

material such as a comma, period, question mark or exclamation point belong INSIDE 

the closing quotation mark, NOT outside it. Examples: 

"We're going to the store." She turned and left. 

"We're going to the store," she said. 

"When are we going to the store?" she asked. 

"We're going to the store!" she shouted. 
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It's generally best to limit a character's dialogue to one "paragraph" of material at a time. 

However, if you need to have your character deliver a lengthy speech, remember to put a 

new quotation mark at the beginning of each paragraph, but DON'T put on an ending 

quotation mark until the character stops speaking. 

When showing a character's thoughts, you can put the words in quotation marks and 

indicate the character is thinking rather than speaking by using a dialogue tag such as 

"she thought." Example: "I'll never get this right," she thought. 

You can also put the words in italics (for the electronic publishing market) or underline 

them (for the paper publishing market), or just use "he thought" to indicate the thinking 

process without using quotation marks. Example: 

I'll never get this right. 

I'll never get this right. 

I'll never get this right, she thought. 

You may have seen the adage, "Take every word out of your book that doesn't belong 

there." Or perhaps you've been told to cut anything that doesn't advance the story. What 

these and similar expressions are getting at is, you must trim your prose, making it lean 

and effective. New writers are often guilty of unwittingly padding their prose, though 

even multi-published writers aren't immune. 

Here are some suggestions on how to trim the wordiness from your story. 

Use contractions. Beginning authors often think it sounds better to write things out 

instead of contracting, but in reality, it sounds stilted and stuffy. While this might work 

well with a character of that description, in general you should use contractions most of 

the time, especially in dialogue. "I can't lift that box, I don't want you to lift it, we won't 

be able to move it together" is much more natural-sounding than, "I cannot lift that box, I 

do not want you to lift it, we will not be able to move it together." 

Check your descriptions. Are they doing their job? If you use more than one word to 

describe an action or a thing, or if you consistently add adjectives to your nouns or 

adverbs to your verbs, perhaps you've chosen the wrong words to begin with. "A 

Chihuahua" provides a better mental picture than, "A small, yappy, short-haired dog." 
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"He walked quickly" has less punch than, "He ran" or "He hurried." Look for "ly" words 

and remove them wherever possible. They're often used to punch up verbs that aren't the 

right verbs for the action you're describing. 

Make friends with your thesaurus. There are dozens of synonyms for "walk," "think," 

"love," "hate." Choose the right one, the one that says exactly what you mean in one 

word, and you'll avoid unnecessary modifiers. The English language has more descriptive 

words than just about any other language. Take advantage of them! 

Perhaps the "unkindest cut of all" is removing entire sequences, scenes or chapters. 

There's no sure-fire way to know which ones deserve the axe, but here's a suggestion. If 

you suspect a scene or chapter is unnecessary, take a few minutes to write down what you 

think that scene or chapter achieves. Does it describe your main character's personality, 

provide atmosphere, advance the plot? If it does nothing constructive, or if it provides the 

same thing you've already achieved in a different scene or chapter, cut it out. 

Don't let wordiness creep into your action sequences. These should be the tightest, most 

exciting parts of your book, but too much explanation of the action turns even a brutal 

murder or a thrilling car chase scene into a yawner. 

You must tell the reader everything he needs to know, but don't fall into the trap of telling 

him more than he needs to know. This annoys him, implying you think he needs 

everything spelled out for him. 

Consider this sentence: "She rose from her chair to a stand, then walked out the door of 

the room." It works much better as, "She rose and walked out the door." We don't need 

"from her chair" because, if the author has done his job right, we already know she's 

sitting in a chair, not on the floor or a bed, so the only place she can rise from is that 

chair. Similarly, "to a stand" is unnecessary because it's the only thing you can rise to 

from a seated position. And "of the room" isn't needed, since it's implied in "walked out 

the door." 

Here's another example of a verbose sentence. See how many words you can remove 

while still retaining the meaning. "John's mind told him that the attentions she showed to 

him that were intended to fan the flames of his anger, were simply the actions that might 

be expected from one who had never grown up." Wow! Quite a mouthful. 
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Here's an "improved" version of the sentence: "John knew she tried to make him angry 

because she'd never grown up." It might not be prize-winning prose, but it gets the job 

done without putting the reader to sleep. You might come up with a version with more 

words than mine, or with fewer, and that's fine. The point is, get rid of everything the 

reader can figure out on his own. 

By the same token, don't bore your reader silly with your descriptions. The reader rarely 

needs–or wants–to know the color of the drapes, carpet, walls, ceiling, woodwork, 

bedspread and throw pillows. Heavy mahogany furniture and dark red velvet drapes 

scream "Victorian" without describing every marble table, peacock feather and knick-

knack. Choose a few, telling details that get the point across effectively, and leave the rest 

to the reader's imagination. 

Something to try: write a description of your bedroom that not only allows the reader to 

"see" the room, but also gives clues to your personality. 

Done? Good. 

Now, go back over the passage with a red pen and cut out twenty-five percent of the 

words. Remember, less is more! 

Assignment one: 

There are at least fifteen mistakes in spelling, grammar and punctuation in this passage. 

See if you can find them all and correct them! 

"My heart sores when you call my name", Jane said. "Try to reign in your passion"! John 

muttered, pulling his hand out of her's. 

"I just wanted to tell you I'm going shopping," Jane said. "Desk's are on sail downtown, 

and little Jessys desk is falling apart, so she needs a knew one before it brakes." 

"Its too late for that, it's leg which is broken has already fallen off." John remarked. 

~~~~~~~~ 
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I know, it's not prize-winning prose, but it should give you a little practice on catching 

grammatical and spelling mistakes. When you're through with the assignment, go back 

over a chapter of your own work and see how many mistakes you can find and correct! 

Lecture 2: OPENING 

When editing, reread your opening. You only have a few paragraphs or a page at most to 

grab your reader's attention. Make sure your opening contains an immediate threat or 

challenge to your main character. In this way, you engage the reader's emotions from the 

start. The earlier in the story a reader becomes worried about the main character, the 

more likely he is to continue reading. 

Here's an example of an opening that immediately engages the reader's interest and 

curiosity: 

"Dominick Corvaisis went to sleep under a light wool blanket and a crisp white sheet, 

sprawled alone in his bed, but he woke elsewhere--in the darkness at the back of the large 

foyer closet, behind concealing coats and jackets. He was curled in the fetal position. His 

hands were squeezed into tight fists. The muscles in his neck and arms ached from the 

tension of a bad though unremembered dream. 

"He could not recall leaving the comfort of his mattress during the night, but he was not 

surprised to find that he had traveled in the dark hours. It has happened on two other 

occasions, and recently." STRANGERS by Dean R. Koontz, Berkley Books, New York, 

1986. 

The immediate reaction is, why did he awaken in the closet? What could have terrified 

him so during the night that he felt the need to hide? We must keep reading in order to 

find answers to those questions, and this opening compels us to do so. 

Start your book at the wrong moment, either too early or too late, and you could lose your 

readers before they've had time to become involved in your book. The opening 

paragraphs, pages or at best a chapter or two should introduce the main characters and the 

primary conflict of the story. Readers want to know what they're getting into before they 

invest a lot of time and energy. Grab their attention, scare them, intrigue them, pique their 

curiosity, and they'll stick with you. 
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The opening should introduce your main character, and at least provide a hint of the 

setting and atmosphere of the novel. It's important to help the reader identify with your 

main character as quickly as possible, so be sure to open with a telling bit of 

conversation, description or action. 

For example, here's the opening of THE APE WHO GUARDS THE BALANCE by 

Elizabeth Peters (Avon Books, New York, 1998): 

"I was inserting an additional pin into my hat when the library door opened and Emerson 

put his head out. 

"'There is a matter on which I would like to consult you, Peabody,' he began. 

"He had obviously been working on his book, for his thick black hair was disheveled, his 

shirt gaped open, and his sleeves had been rolled above the elbows. Emerson claims that 

his mental processes are inhibited by the construction of collars, cuffs and cravats. It may 

be so. I certainly did not object, for my husband's muscular frame and sun-bronzed skin 

are displayed to best advantage in such a state of dishabille. On this occasion, however, I 

was forced to repress the emotion the sight of Emerson always arouses in me, since 

Gargery, our butler, was present. 

"'Pray do not detain me, my dear Emerson,' I replied. 'I am on my way to chain myself to 

the railings at Number Ten Downing Street, and I am already late.'" 

This opening serves to introduce the reader to the main character, Amelia Peabody, and 

her husband, Emerson. From the formal vocabulary and tone, and the clues of hatpins, 

cravats and Downing Street, the setting of the novel can be guessed at (turn of the century 

England). It's clear there's a great deal of affection between Amelia and Emerson, and 

Amelia's statement that she intends to chain herself to a railing shows the dry humor that 

permeates the book. Peters has accomplished quite a lot in only four short paragraphs! 

One way to engage your reader's interest up front is to start the book with a threat, 

challenge or crisis for the main character. It gives the effect of being dropped into the 

deep end of the pool--the reader doesn't have time to get to know the characters in a 

leisurely fashion, but must start swimming frantically and catch up on background details 

on the fly. 
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Here's the opening of SEIZE THE NIGHT by Dean Koontz (Bantam Books, New York, 

1999): 

"Elsewhere, night falls, but in Moonlight Bay it steals upon us with barely a whisper, like 

a gentle dark-sapphire surf licking a beach. At dawn, when the night retreats across the 

Pacific toward distant Asia, it is reluctant to go, leaving deep black pools in alleyways, 

under parked cars, in culverts, and beneath the leafy canopies of ancient oaks. 

"According to Tibetan folklore, a secret sanctuary in the sacred Himalayas is the home of 

all wind, from which every breeze and raging storm throughout the world is born. If the 

night, too, has a special home, our town is no doubt the place. 

"On the eleventh of April, as the night passed through Moonlight Bay on its way 

westward, it took with it a five-year-old boy named Jimmy Wing." 

In three paragraphs, Koontz has set the tone and atmosphere for the book. With his lush, 

hypnotic description of the night, the reader knows he's in for a frightening tale. Although 

the main character's name hasn't been revealed yet, the reader knows he is a poetic soul, 

well educated, and one who is intimately familiar with the night. When Koontz says, "the 

night . . . took with it a five-year-old boy named Jimmy Wing," the reader immediately 

grasps that the boy didn't run away, or die. Something monstrous has happened to the 

child, something inexplicable, and the reader is plunged into the mystery, wanted to know 

more. 

Your book's opening sets up certain expectations in the reader, and you must make sure 

those expectations are fulfilled. Be certain that the crisis or problem you present in your 

opening is part of the central conflict of the novel, or at least sheds light on the character 

of your hero and/or heroine. 

James Bond movies open with a mini-adventure. Bond is in jeopardy, and uses 

everything in his little bag of tricks to get himself out of danger, with the secret orders or 

stolen documents or kidnapped scientist intact. This mini-adventure rarely has anything 

to do with the main story line of the movie, but it does shed light on Bond's intrepid, 

daring and brash character, and sets up an expectation for what the rest of the story will 

be like. 

How can you tell if you've begun in the right place? Read through the first chapter, and 

see if you could cut away part of it without losing anything important. If so, then do it. If 
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you've begun at a point of high drama, at an important and telling moment in the story, 

then you're in the right place. 

Here's another way to tell if you're opening in the right place. Read your opening, then 

write down five questions the opening raises that you want to have answered. If your 

questions are important ones (what is the heroine's relationship to the hero? what is the 

heroine frightened of? who is spying on her?), then you're off to a great start. If your 

questions are unimportant (what color are the hero's eyes?) or you have to scramble to 

come up with five, you're not starting in the right spot. 

But the easiest way to tell if your opening is compelling is this: read your opening to a 

trusted friend or family member, then put the manuscript away. If they run after you, 

crying, "Where's the rest? What happens next?"--then you know you've got a terrific 

opening hook for your novel. 

CLIMAX 

Perhaps the final responsibility of writing a page turner is to create a satisfactory 

conclusion. You mustn't keep your reader up all night, feverishly scanning page after 

page, only to have them reach the end and throw the book across the room, saying, "I 

don't believe that!" That's the quickest way to insure they'll never buy another of your 

books. 

Make sure your ending is gratifying and flows logically from the events in the story. All 

the loose ends need to be tied up (unless you're writing a multi-part saga), and the main 

character should have learned something, experienced some growth. Be careful that you 

don't end in an unsatisfactory, "They all lived happily ever after" fashion. As Mark Twain 

said, "Why shouldn't truth be stranger than fiction? Fiction, after all, has to make sense." 

Readers tend to be more satisfied with a happy ending, and this is usually the best route 

to take. In general, unless you’re a very skilled writer, it’s safest not to attempt a sad 

ending. That doesn’t mean that you MUST have a happy ending; but if you feel your 

story calls for a sad or unpleasant ending, you will have to work quite hard to show the 

reader that it’s the ending that “had to be.” Happy or sad, the ending must be satisfying, 

make sense, follow logically from the events of the story, and it must tie up all the loose 

ends. 
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To achieve this, the climax must be the believable consequence of the events that came 

before. The climax will often work better if it is as unexpected as it is believable. In most 

cases, a predictable ending leaves the reader feeling gypped. Even though certain genres 

require certain endings–for example, in romance, a happily-ever-after ending is required–

there is no rule about how you must GET to that ending. That is where you have the 

opportunity to surprise and delight your reader. 

Make sure your ending doesn’t turn from a surprise into a cheat, though. For example, 

avoid endings of this type: “The monster was about to grab me. I felt its hot breath on the 

back of my neck. And then...and then I woke up. It was all a bad dream.” This kind of 

ending leaves the reader feeling angry and unsatisfied, and definitely cheated. In the same 

way, if after hundreds of pages of struggle, your main character resolves the problems in 

a simple fashion–a fashion in which he could have resolved his troubles long ago–the 

reader will feel cheated. 

The climax should follow logically from the actions in the story, but also must follow 

from the main character’s personality, behavior and motivation. For instance, if Scarlett 

O’Hara gave up and committed suicide at the end of “Gone With the Wind,” it wouldn’t 

fit. Another woman might do that if her husband left her, but not Scarlett. Throughout the 

course of the book, the reader has come to know that she's a strong-willed and 

determined woman who never gives up on anything. Scarlett can’t do anything but keep 

on trying, no matter how many times she’s knocked down. 

Your story’s ending should also show that the main character has learned from his or her 

experiences and changed in some way. Scarlett remains the same strong woman as when 

the book began, but she's learned a great deal about herself throughout the course of the 

story. She understands at last that Ashley is very different from the romanticized image 

she'd built up of him in her mind, and it’s Rhett she’s been in love with all along. 

Your story’s ending may be unexpected simply because the reader has no idea how the 

story will resolve. Or the ending may be a “twist” ending that seems to come out of 

nowhere. To achieve a successful twist ending, the writer must carefully lay plants or 

hints throughout the story that seem to point to a different ending. In order for this to be 

believable, the plants must all be explainable in terms of the twist ending; and there must 

also be additional, disguised plants leading to the actual ending, so the reader doesn’t feel 

cheated. He should be able to go back, reread, and discover the “real” meaning of the 

plants you inserted. 
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For example, in “The Lottery,” author Shirley Jackson sets the story in a pleasant little 

town. The description in the opening is of a beautiful summer day, with all the people in 

the village gathering for the annual “lottery.” What this lottery is, we don’t know; but we 

are lulled into a false sense of security by Jackson’s warm, almost dull descriptions of a 

small town and its people. Although there is a growing sense of unease as we read, the 

end still comes as quite a shock. 

But if we go back and look at the story again, we find hints that all is not as it appears. 

For one thing, everyone in town is gathering for this “lottery.” If it were an ordinary 

lottery, or some kind of annual town fair or other pleasant gathering, there would be 

many people who wouldn’t attend, for one reason or another. Another hint is the glimpse 

we see, early in the story, of small boys making piles of stones. This doesn’t seem 

unusual at first; it takes on an ominous significance by the end of the story, however. 

Another hint is that when the man who runs the lottery brings out “the black wooden 

box,” the villagers stand well back from it and have to be coaxed to come close. 

Your ending is the final impression you will leave with your reader. Make sure the 

impression you leave is a satisfying one! 

Assignment two: 

Everyone knows what a synopsis is, right? It's a brief (5-10 pages) description of your 

story with the plot condensed, but all the crucial elements included and told in a 

compelling fashion. 

Your assignment is to write a paragraph or two about your opening, and a paragraph or 

two about your climax, in a "synopsis" style. Brief and to the point, but exciting. No more 

than two paragraphs each, and no fair using run-on paragraphs. ;-) Once you're done, 

reread those paragraphs critically. Is the compressed version of your opening truly 

compelling? Does it make the reader want to start reading the actual book? Is the 

compressed version of your climax thrilling? Does it tie up all the loose ends, and satisfy 

the reader? If not...then you know what you have to do next–get started rewriting! And 

the bonus to this assignment is, if you haven't already written your synopsis, now you'll 

have at least the start and the end done.  

Lecture 3, Part 1: POINT OF VIEW 
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Point of view, or viewpoint, is the character from whose perspective your story is told, 

and how that viewpoint is achieved. There are three standard viewpoints you can choose 

from for your book: first person, third person limited, and third person omniscient. In 

order to determine if you've chosen the best viewpoint character for your story, ask 

yourself the following questions: Who has the most to lose, or gain, in the story? Who is 

the target reader most likely to identify with? Which character's voice would best suit the 

story? Which character is most likely to be in on all the important events? Which 

character needs to grow or change most? Make sure the answer to these questions tells 

you you've chosen the correct POV character. In many cases, the choice of point of view 

style and character is up to the author; however, some genres have a 'traditional' 

viewpoint that it's best to stick with, at least if you're a beginner. 

Many mysteries are written from the first person point of view. The viewpoint character 

is usually the 'detective,' whether professional or amateur, who will ultimately solve the 

crime. This works well for the mystery genre because it allows the reader to discover 

evidence and clues along with the main character, while not having the solution revealed 

too early. 

The tradition of the first-person narrator in a mystery was perhaps begun by Edgar Allen 

Poe, who's credited by many with writing the first detective story. In THE MURDERS 

IN THE RUE MORGUE, Poe's narrator tells the story of his acquaintance with Monsieur 

C. Auguste Dupin, and we see Dupin solve a particularly grisly double murder through 

the narrator's eyes. "At these words a vague and half-formed conception of the meaning 

of Dupin flitted over my mind. I seemed to be upon the verge of comprehension, without 

power to comprehend... My friend went on with his discourse." Dupin and the narrator 

form a Sherlock Holmes/Dr. Watson duo, with Dupin doing the sleuthing and the narrator 

always two steps behind. 

Gothic romance novels frequently employ the first person narrator, and that tradition has 

carried over into romantic suspense as well. The viewpoint character is always the 

heroine. First person mode enables the reader to share the heroine's emotional reactions 

to the events in the story, while allowing the author to 'hold back' important pieces of 

information from the reader. 

In LAMENT FOR A LOST LOVER, Philippa Carr firmly establishes the heroine's voice 

and viewpoint in the first sentence. "Although I did not realize it at the time, the day 

Harriet Main came into our household was one of the most significant of my life." We 
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already know that the narrator is intelligent and astute, but that a great deal of information 

will be withheld from her throughout the book. 

First person has several advantages. It tends to give a sense of reality to the story, because 

the events unfold in front of the reader as the viewpoint character experiences them. The 

first person narrator is considered to be an "unreliable narrator"--in other words, you can't 

necessarily believe everything the narrator says, because his perspectives are colored by 

his own views, feelings, emotional problems and experiences. This can be an advantage 

in a mystery or suspense story, where you want to intentionally mislead the reader. First 

person can also help the reader identify more strongly with the viewpoint character. 

The biggest disadvantage to using first person is that you can only tell the story from the 

point of view of one character. Anything that character doesn't know, hasn't seen or been 

told, can't appear in the story. Physical and psychological descriptions of the viewpoint 

character must be handled delicately in order to be believable. You can't get away with, "I 

stared at my reflection in the mirror and noticed my long, wavy auburn hair, my creamy 

skin, and my pink rosebud lips." But at the same time, the narrator must be a fully 

fleshed-out character that the reader can identify with, or you'll lose the reader's interest 

and believability. 

Third person viewpoint is used most often in today's fiction. Third person can be 

effectively used in two ways: third person limited, where the story is written from the 

point of view of one character only, and third person omniscient, where the reader sees 

the story from more than one character's point of view. 

Katherine Anne Porter uses third person limited in her short story, THE JILTING OF 

GRANNY WEATHERALL. Granny's voice comes through clearly in every sentence. 

"She flicked her wrist neatly out of Doctor Harry's pudgy careful fingers and pulled the 

sheet up to her chin. The brat ought to be in knee breeches. Doctoring around the country 

with spectacles on his nose! 'Get along now, take your schoolbooks and go. There's 

nothing wrong with me.'" 

In THE SHORT HAPPY LIFE OF FRANCIS MACOMBER, Ernest Hemingway 

chooses to use third person omniscient in order to show the story from the point of view 

of Francis Macomber, his wife Margaret, and his safari guide, Wilson. Here's an example 

from each point of view: 
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"[Wilson] had decided now that to break would be much easier. He would eat, then, by 

himself and could read a book with his meals. They would eat by themselves. He would 

see them through the safari on a very formal basis--what was it the French called it? 

Distinguished consideration--and it would be a damn sight easier than having to go 

through this emotional trash." 

"But that night after dinner and a whiskey and soda by the fire before going to bed, as 

Francis Macomber lay on his cot with the mosquito bar over him and listened to the night 

noises it was not all over. It was neither all over nor was it beginning. It was there exactly 

as it happened with some parts of it indelibly emphasized and he was miserably shamed 

at it. But more than shame he felt cold, hollow fear in him. The fear was still there like a 

cold slimy hollow in all emptiness where once his confidence had been and it made him 

feel sick." 

"From the far corner of the seat Margaret Macomber looked at the two of them. There 

was no change in Wilson. She saw Wilson as she had seen him the day before when she 

had first realized what his great talent was. But she saw the change in Francis Macomber 

now." 

The advantages of either mode of third person narration are many. In third person, the 

narrator can be described as handsome or terrified without sounding immodest or overly 

dramatic. Third person may be preferable to first person with a character who would not 

be adept with words, and thus wouldn't be likely or able to tell his own story. It can also 

be used with an initially unsympathetic character in order to give the reader a chance to 

get to know the character before deciding to identify with him. 

Third person omniscient allows the reader to see into the mind of several characters when 

necessary to the forward movement of the story. Thus, in a romance, the reader can view 

the developing relationship from the point of view of both the heroine and the hero. In a 

horror novel, the reader is able to feel the main character's terror, while also experiencing 

the twisted mind of the villain. 

With both forms of third person, you're free to move the story around in time and space. 

You can also allow the reader to see events transpiring that the main character doesn't 

see. This can heighten suspense and reader involvement; the reader wants to shout, "Don't 

go down to the basement!" because he knows the killer is lurking there, although the hero 

is unaware. 
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Third person omniscient must be handled carefully or you'll lose credibility. If you jump 

around from one character's point of view to another (often called 'head-hopping') too 

often, you may lose the focus of your story. You risk not really having a main character 

at all, or the reader may not identify with the main character because you jump around so 

often. Your story may become boring or confusing if you include too much information. 

If the reader questions, "Who is it who can see into all these minds?" then you're in 

trouble, because it means he has stopped 'living' the story and realizes he is reading 

something deliberately contrived. This is a very common problem, and I can't stress 

enough that when editing, you must make sure you only have one POV per scene or 

chapter. 

Whether you've told your story from the hero's point of view, the heroine's or the 

villain's, and whether you chose first person, third person limited or third person 

omniscient, make sure your point of view character engages the reader's interest and 

sympathy. If you achieve that, you can't go wrong. 

Lecture 3, Part II: ACTIVE VS. PASSIVE 

I think of active vs. passive in two components. First is the grammatical active vs. passive 

voice, and second is active vs. passive as far as your characters and their actions go. 

In the active voice, the subject of the sentence is taking action, i.e., "She took the cake 

out of the oven." In passive voice, we see the action happening, but the person taking the 

action is not the focus of the sentence, i.e., "The cake was taken out of the oven by her." 

In fiction, it's rarely appropriate to use passive voice. So, when you're revising, root out 

all instances of passive and give them the boot! 

Looking for passive passages as far as your characters go is a bit tougher, but if you 

reword them, they will draw the reader in much more. Let's refer to this as "passive 

mode," to distinguish from "passive voice." 

Readers become involved in the story when they're carefully led in the direction you want 

them to go, but feel they're drawing their own conclusions. They feel the emotions your 

characters and plot induce, rather than participating passively and being told how they 

should feel. 
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Passive mode is easy to spot. Words like "had been," "was," and "were," sometimes 

coupled with verbs ending in "ing," are a dead giveaway. Change "When she was passing 

the church, the clock in the tower was chiming" to "When she passed the church, the 

clock in the tower chimed." Turn "He had been driving all day" to "He drove all day." 

Showing instead of telling is also bound up with passive mode. "She was beautiful" is 

passive, and tells the reader what he should think. As mentioned previously, readers want 

to draw their own conclusions; they don't want to be told what they should think. To get 

around this problem, try something like, "Her delicate, ethereal features sent a shiver 

down his spine." Choose your words carefully, and your reader will come to the 

conclusion you wish him to reach. 

Another sign of telling instead of showing is the use of many "ly" words, usually in 

combination with a verb. "'Close the door,' she said angrily" tells the reader how the 

character feels. Try instead, "'Close the door," she snapped," and the reader will know 

she's annoyed. Many times the "ly" word can simply be left out. For example, in the 

sentence "He banged his fist on the table; the teacups rattled alarmingly," the word 

'alarmingly' can be left out without changing the tone and meaning of the sentence. 

Try using your word processor's "find" feature, and type in "ly" or "ing." You might be 

surprised at how many instances it finds, and you'll improve your writing immensely by 

replacing most of them. 

Also, make sure you don't have things happening to your character instead of him taking 

actions. By this I mean, be on the lookout for sentences like, "Her hand rose to her 

throat." This makes it sound like her hand is moving of its own accord, and unless you're 

writing a horror story where her disembodied hand is attacking her <g>, then it's much 

better to say, "She raised her hand to her throat." Make sure your characters are 

ACTING, not ACTED UPON. 

TRANSITIONS 

Transitions are the seams or the glue that hold together the various parts of your story. 

They might join a descriptive passage to a narrative passage, narrative to a scene, scene 

to scene, or any other combination.  

Transitions should be smooth and not intrude into the story. They are usually quite short, 

and should lead as efficiently as possible from one part of the story to the next. 
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When you make the transition from one part to another, SOMETHING has changed. The 

transition shows what has changed. For example, suppose you are writing a story about 

Mary’s move to a big city. If what has changed from one scene to the next is the time 

frame, then your transition might read, “Later that afternoon, Mary could see she had 

made considerable progress in unpacking.” If what has changed is viewpoint character, 

your transition might read, “Sheila set down her coffee and turned to her husband. ‘Did 

you know that a single woman has moved in next door?’” If the setting has changed, your 

transition might be, “The cars behind Mary beeped impatiently when the light turned 

green. Staring around in confusion, she realized she was totally lost.” And if all three–

time, viewpoint character, and setting–have changed, your transition might read, “The 

next day, Sheila tugged at her husband’s sleeve as he beeped at the slow-moving car 

ahead of him. ‘I think that’s our new neighbor,’ she said, pointing.” 

Another way to create a transition is simply to leave a space break. This can be used 

alone, or in combination with another type of transition. 

Notice that with a change of setting transition, a change of time is also understood in 

order for the viewpoint character to be in a different setting, but it isn’t necessarily 

mentioned. 

Using the same kind of transition over and over can be boring and stilted if done badly, 

but can work well if handled properly. The best idea, however, is to vary your transitions. 

When you go back to edit and proofread your story, mark your transitions with a 

highlighter, then study them. Make sure they are smooth, believable, and lead 

imperceptibly to the next story part. 

Assignment 3: 

Often, it's difficult to tell if you've chosen the right point-of-view for your story. But 

choosing the wrong option can distance the reader and even cause them to put your book 

down unfinished. 

Here's your assignment: Choose a scene in your book with a lot of excitement. This can 

be the climax scene, or another scene earlier in the book, but it should be an exciting one. 

Now, rewrite that scene in a different point-of-view--either by changing from 3rd person 

to 1st, 1st person to 3rd, or changing the point-of-view character. 
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When you've finished rewriting it, try to read it with an open mind and see if the changes 

make the scene stronger, or weaker. If they make it stronger, then guess what--you might 

want to think about rewriting your book from this new POV. <g> If they make it weaker 

or lessen the excitement, then you can feel confident you've chosen the right POV for 

your book! 

Lecture 4, Part 1: PACE 

Another important part of maintaining a reader's attention is to keep the tension going. 

There must be highs and lows, but you should never ease up so completely that the reader 

can easily put the book down. Don't let the reader get too comfortable; keep him on the 

"hot seat." 

A natural place for a reader to put the book down is at a chapter's end. Therefore, make 

sure your chapter endings are not resolutions. Leave the reader hanging, and he'll keep on 

reading. 

Here are a couple of examples of chapter endings from STRANGERS: 

"Precariously prone upon the trembling wire of consciousness above the gulf of sleep, he 

began to lose his balance. It was a pleasant feeling, a soft slipping away. But as he floated 

down into sleep, he heard himself murmuring in the darkness of the bedroom, and what 

he heard himself saying was so strange it startled him and piqued his interest even as the 

Dalmane and whiskey inexorably had their way with him. "'The moon,' he whispered 

thickly. 'The moon, the moon.' He wondered what he could possibly mean by that, and he 

tried to push sleep away at least long enough to ponder his own words. The moon? 'The 

moon,' he whispered again and then he was gone." 

and: 

"Dom kept the book beside his plate and could barely look away from it. He had finished 

his meal and had ordered coffee by the time he was able to tear his attention from 

"Twilight" and examine what mail remained. Among other things, there was a plain 

white envelope with no return address, which contained a single page of white paper on 

which had been typewritten two sentences that rocked him: 

"'The sleepwalker would be well-advised to search the past for the source of his problem. 

That is where the secret is buried.' 
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"He read the passage again, astonished. The sheet of paper rattled as a tremor passed 

through him. The back of his neck went cold." 

Sentence structure can be your best friend when trying to keep the reader reading. First, 

be certain your vocabulary is appropriate for your character and story. Unless your hero 

is an astrophysicist or an English professor, don't fill his speeches with multisyllabic 

words and complex ideas. If your reader stumbles over words or has to look them up in 

the dictionary to understand the plot, you've lost him. Readers come to fiction to be 

entertained; if they want an education, they'll read a textbook. This isn't to say that you 

can't educate; but you must slip it in subtlely. 

Be sure you vary the length and structure of your sentences. If every line begins with an 

"If-then" clause or each sentence has five or six words, the rhythm will hypnotize the 

reader and eventually put him to sleep. Short and long sentences, complex and simple 

ideas, action, narrative and dialogue should be juxtaposed in order to make the rhythm 

natural. 

Action scenes, places where your hero is angry, frightened, or in danger give an 

opportunity to use sentence structure to its best advantage. By varying your style during 

these high-intensity moments, you can increase the interest level of your reader and keep 

him glued to the pages. 

For instance, when your character is terrified, his breathing and heart rate race, his pupils 

dilate, his hands shake. Make your prose match the physical symptoms. Use short 

sentences, and even sentence fragments to convey a sense of urgency and breathlessness. 

This is no place for leisurely, meandering lines. 

Anger causes your character's thoughts to boil over one another without order or logic, 

and can call for a slightly different technique. Make your vocabulary harsh, clipped. Use 

lots of gutturals and words with explosive consonants. Long, run-on sentences loaded 

with short words can help deliver the impact of barely restrained fury. 

Lecture 4, part 2: CHARACTERS 

Your main character needs to be a sympathetic character, in order to allow the reader to 

identify with and be concerned about his plight. He should be a good person, likeable and 

competent, but not perfect. He needs to have an imperfection, a flaw, something that will 

allow him to get into trouble and keep him from getting out of it too soon. 
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In STRANGERS, Dominick's flaw is that he is a loner; thus, he is reluctant to reach out 

to people for help when he needs it, preferring to handle things on his own. 

"Yesterday, Friday, he had finally gone to his physician, Dr. Paul Cobletz, in Newport 

Beach. Haltingly, he told Cobletz all about his sleepwalking, but he found himself 

unwilling and unable to express the true depth and seriousness of his concern. Dom had 

always been a very private person, made so by a childhood spent in a dozen foster homes 

and under the care of surrogate parents, some of whom were indifferent or even hostile, 

all of whom were dismayingly temporary presences in his life. He was reluctant to share 

his most important and personal thoughts except through the mouths of imaginary 

characters in his fiction. 

"As a result, Cobletz was not unduly worried." 

As readers, we feel immediate sympathy for Dominick because of the bleak childhood he 

endured. There are few people who haven't been hurt a time or two in life, and thus we 

can all understand his desire to protect himself as much as possible. But we also feel 

frustrated that this desire keeps Dominick from getting the help he needs. 

Just as your reader must identify with your hero, he must also hate and despise your 

villain. In order to achieve this, you must make sure that your villain isn't a one-

dimensional stereotype. He can be frightening, even terrifying, but he must be realistic. 

The reader must believe that, were he in the hero's shoes, he would be in serious danger 

from the villain. You can reveal as much about the villain from the hero's reaction to him 

as from actual description of the villain himself. 

"Later, in the bedroom, as he was on his way to the master bath, he found something 

strange. Nails were scattered across the carpet, and he had to be careful where he walked. 

He stooped, picked up several of them. They were all alike: 1.5-inch steel finishing nails. 

At the far side of the room, he saw two objects that drew him there. Beneath the window, 

from which the drapes had been drawn aside, a box of nails lay on the floor by the 

baseboard; it was only half full because part of its contents had spilled from it. Beside the 

box was a hammer. 

"He lifted the hammer, hefted it, frowned. 

"What had he been doing in those lonely hours of the night? 
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"He raised his eyes to the windowsill and saw three loose nails that he had laid there. 

They gleamed in the sunlight. 

"Judging from the evidence, he'd been preparing to nail the windows shut." 

Now we are truly concerned about Dominick. Either he's facing a horrifying enemy, or 

he's losing his mind. Which is it? We have to continue reading to find out. 

No matter how gripping your prose, if your reader can't identify with and believe in your 

characters, he'll put your book down unfinished. Before you begin your book, you should 

know your major characters inside out. If you know your characters as well as you know 

yourself, you'll be able to predict what they'll do in any situation you throw them into, 

and they will ring true. 

One way to get to know your characters better is to "interview" them. Start by filling out 

a resume for your character--name, address, date and place of birth, education, current 

job and jobs previously held, hobbies, volunteer activities. Expand on these: why did 

your hero become a high school football coach? Why does your heroine volunteer at the 

local women's shelter? 

Delve further into your character's life. What was his childhood like? What did his 

parents do for a living? Does he have siblings? Has he been or is he married? Does he 

have children? What church does he go to--or is he an atheist? Is he a Republican or a 

Democrat? Does he have any bad habits? Does he have a pet? 

Find out more about your character's emotional life as well. What are his dreams, his 

goals, his ambitions? What is his greatest fear? What makes him angry? What is his 

greatest joy?When you've answered these questions, you will know your character well 

enough to begin writing, confident that your hero will be compelling and true-to-life. 

Your characters can be strong, virtuous, and noble, but don't make the mistake of creating 

them perfect. For example, a character who is brave in a dangerous situation will inspire 

your reader to say, "I might be able to do that under the same circumstances." We all 

prefer to hold a good self-image, and we will gladly fudge a little on the side of courage 

or integrity. 

On the other hand, a hero that is TOO brave will turn the reader off when he is reluctantly 

forced to admit, "I could never do that. I would be too frightened." Any book that makes 
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the reader feel inadequate will be an instant turn-off. To achieve the perfect balance, 

make your characters above average in their good qualities, but don't make them saints. 

Assignment four: 

As mentioned in the lecture, the "ideal" place for your reader to put the book down–and 

possibly never pick it up again–is at chapter's end. 

Go through your book and copy/paste to a new document the final paragraph in each of 

your chapters. Once you have them separated out, read each one critically. Does it make 

you want to keep reading, to find out what happens next? Or does it tie things up neatly 

so you feel comfortable leaving the story at that point? Or, worst yet, does it frustrate or 

annoy you so you're no longer interested in finishing the book at all? 

Revise as necessary to make sure all your chapter endings are of the "must keep reading!" 

variety. 

 


